
A voice-powered intelligent assistant, Ask Harry connects you to your

teams and crit ical business information with a simple call to Harry.

Ask Harry to find, locate or connect, using English, or in one of many languages.

Always stay connected

According to a Deloitte report, 72% of employees 

said they still cannot f ind the information they need 
within their company?s information systems.  

This is in addit ion to the t ime wasted typing out and 

submitt ing forms on a daily basis.

Ask Harry solves productivity vacuums. With one 

phone call, Harry can access buried information or 

guide you through logging an update.  

Search and upload informat ion

Harry enhances workplace communication making it 

simple and fast to connect a call, send a group 
message or log an important change. 

Using art if icial intelligence, Harry can also translate 

crit ical information into many languages, avoiding 
expensive misunderstandings and creating a more 

inclusive environment. 

Enhance workplace communicat ion

Ask Harry takes voice communicat ion to the next  level.

No complex systems or t raining needed. 



Streamline and simplify
Call Harry on the two-way radio for the latest site 

update, a site plan or to connect you to a lead on site.  

With one source of truth, Harry simplif ies access to 

the right information immediately.

Improve compliance
Minimise the t ime spent on compliance requirements 

and form- filling.  Remove the pain of illegible 

handwrit ing, misplaced forms or long typed out 

messages.  Harry can instantly f ill in a hazard report, 

log a call, or a lodge a near miss. 

Always up- to-date

Break through language barriers
Harry solves language obstacles with advanced 

speech processing technology, giving your teams 

greater levels of communication and collaboration.  

Say or write a message in English, Harry will translate it  

into one of the many supported languages.

Ready and easy access to the latest  on-site 

informat ion can mean the dif ference between a 

task running smoothly or disaster.



Tailored indust ry solut ions

Our voice intelligent  assistant  learns 

more as it  is used. 

Harry helps solve small screen typing 

issues and frustrations when searching 

for the latest document version. 

In the dynamic world of construction, Harry helps keep  
your teams up- to-date, connected and compliant with 

OH&S and operational policies.  With many languages on 

site, Harry also bridges language communication issues.

Construct ion

Speeding up instant access crit ical to information, such 
as the whereabouts of f leet and assets, will have your 

personnel more productive throughout the day and 

improve the bottom line.

Warehousing

Speed up documenting crit ical information and reduce 

potential errors when using small screens or tablets. 

If your team still uses paper, Harry can be integrated 
quickly and accessed with just a phone call.

Mining and Heavy Equipment

When there is a crit ical issue, Ask Harry for an immediate 

status update, no matter where you are.  Harry can also 

forward calls immediately, making sure you get through 
to the right person or group immediately.  Stay compliant 

with a documented trail of events.

Entertainment

Keep your teams and contractors up- to-date, 

productive and compliant.  With constant personnel 

changes, swapping in and out on rotating shifts, Harry 
makes communication between teams, departments 

and managers fast and simple.

Healthcare

On location, crews and condit ions are constantly 

changing.  Ask Harry to instantly connect calls to the 

correct on-set crew, send messages to groups or 
access the latest call sheets.  Harry also helps avoid 

disasters and delays due to missed crit ical change. 

Security



Smart  and robust  technology

Our team has delivered innovative tracking solutions for over a decade. We were the 

first to squeeze battery-powered Bluetooth technology inside a credit card, and we 

constantly seek new ways to innovate to help provide solutions for you.

Ask Harry uses conversational artificial intelligence technology to understand your 
requests, no matter how you phrase it. Harry is also connected to many different data 

sources, including your own business systems, making sure you get relevant and up to 

date information instantly. Harry is as simple to use as making a phone call. 

Innovate w ith our team

Request  a demo
We produce answers to the challenges faced by businesses globally. Reach out to one 

of our Contact Harald representatives today, we look forward to hearing from you. 

harry@contactharald.com
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Find Harry is our location and tracking technology,

which integrates seamlessly with our Ask Harry technology. 

Ask us for more information on how this works.

Find Harry
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